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Recent years have seen authorities increase the requirements for engine manufacturers regarding their reporting on  

aftermarket engines. The client, a world leading automotive OEM, has a large network of sites, all whom operates  

differently with different system prerequisites and procedures for aftermarket  engine follow-up.  

New regulatory requirements puts pressure on engine manufacturers reporting on     

aftermarket engines. Fortos supported a world leading OEM in both developing and 

implementing a reporting procedure at 15 different production and warehouse sites 

in North America and Europe to secure that the new regulatory requirements were 

met. 

Client Challenge 

Client Solution 

Securing Compliance by Developing and Implementing a Reporting Tool 

To help meet the new regulatory requirements the client needed to implement a single tool to manage the reporting  

procedure. Fortos secured that a total analysis of the clients prerequisites was conducted at site level, to break down  

capabilities. Support was provided under the development of the tool to ensure that the tool would enable the client to  

become compliant in an efficient way. 

The Fortos team lead the implementation of the tool at 15 different production and warehousing sites in both  

North America and in Europe. The roll out also included SOPs, training sessions and deployment of a continuous  

improvement governance structure. 
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Fortos ensured that the client was able to set the right conditions to meet the regulatory demands, thus prevent the cli-

ent to avoid risk of large fines, given the non-compliant state they found themselves in. The solution increased visuali-

zation and transparency of the parts flow managed by factories, warehouses, and engine return hubs. Other than  

securing compliancy, this provided the client with substantial value, as the client could get a clear and holistic view of 

the aftermarket engine follow-up.  Furthermore, clear guidelines and documentation to maintain an exceptionally im-

portant but non-core process in site operation was put in place. 

The Fortos team and the client worked in close collaboration, utilizing each other’s deep knowledge of the industry.  

The pragmatic approach taken was key for an successful project and allowed for a smooth transition once the project 

was finished.  

By both being part in the development- and implementation phase, the Fortos team showed commitment to make 

change happen and delivered true value to the client. 

 

Client & Fortos Collaboration  

About Fortos 

Transformation is our heritage. Fortos has a long 

history as one of the most valuable advisors to 

leading multinational organizations in the  

Automotive industry. We support our clients to 

achieve successful transformations through our  

deep understanding of their business, our world-

class transformation competence and long term 

commitment to deliver sustainable client value.  

Learn more about us at Fortos.se 
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